
COMMON ETHICAL ISSUES FOUND IN THE WORKPLACE

5 Common Ethical Issues in the Workplace One survey found that 64% of employees visit non-work related websites
during the workday.

Studies reveal that the overall commitment level of the employees has declined considerably since  Your
identity, and that of your employer, will not be revealed in the column, and will be held in the strictest
confidence. To learn more, check out the Workplace Bullying Institute. When caught in the act, the lying
employee will be deemed unreliable and undependable. Consequently, employers limited management
discretion and decision-making about individual employee situations and instituted policies to govern the
many. Even supplying copies to everyone assumes they will read it cover to cover. More than ethical codes,
common sense can tell you not to use this for personal benefits! A good rule of thumb is for an employee to
check with his manager or human resources supervisors to clarify what counts as an actionable offense in the
company. The public statement from the company indicated that Mr. Inappropriate and Harassing Behavior
Employees often don't know what to do if they see one of their co-workers harassing another employee, either
mentally, sexually or physically. Upholding ethics promotes a better working environment and a good
reputation for the business, both of which contribute to high work productivity and profits. Abusive behavior
Too many workplaces are filled with managers and supervisors who use their position and power to mistreat
or disrespect others. Therefore, employees may overlook ethics in many situations for their personal benefits.
At minimum, employers should send a memo marked "Important" to everyone spelling out common practices
that the company considers unethical as well as the possible consequences for them. But, all employees have
the opportunity daily to demonstrate the core and fiber of who they are as people. It's a huge,
multi-billion-dollar problem for companies. During recruitment, it is the duty of an organization to explain its
current state to the candidate. Examples of Ethical Issues in the Workplace Dilemma 1 Let's say, a client of the
company is facing some financial problems. X loses his job after 1 year of employment because the company
was acquired by another organization and he was not aware of it. Violating any of these rules may leads to
undesirable issues between the company and you. Heathfield Updated June 11, Think you are a person of
integrity and that you bring your highest standards of ethics to your workplace each day? An employee cannot
work in more than one place simultaneously â€” literally and ethically! Harassing an employee sexually, or
refraining from taking action against those who are involved in such offences, is strictly forbidden. Aastha
Dogra Last Updated: Feb 7, Technically speaking, ethics is a branch of philosophy, which deals with
questions about a person's morality and values. Confidence in the ethics of senior leaders declined from 68
percent to 62 percent. Some ethical lapses affect individual employees. Also, the success of an individual in an
organization depends on how much he is contributing towards the business.


